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PART I

Ternary Tailplane-Elevator-Tab Flutter

By

G. H. L. BUXTON, B.A., and G. D. SHARPE, B.A.

Summary.-Following an accident to a Mosquito fitted experimentally by the Royal Aircraft Establishment with
a g-restriction device involving heavy mass-overbalance of an elevator tab, an investigation has been made into the
flutter characteristics of tailplanes carrying elevators and tabs. The degrees of freedom considered were vertical bending
of the fuselage, elevator rotation and tab rotation. The tab was assumed to be spring-connected to the elevator, while
the elevator was taken to be free. The effect of variation of the stiffness ratio, of the states of mass balance of the
tab and elevator, and of horn balance of the elevator, was investigated. It was found that, with a statically balanced
elevator and a statically overbalanced tab, ternary flutter could occur at low speeds while all binary motion involving
two only of the degrees of freedom was stable at all speeds, Such flutter could be eliminated by a mass overbalance
of the elevator. It is thought that similar results would apply to spring-tab systems, but this is to be investigated.

It is considered that flutter of this nature was a likely cause of the Mosquito accident, and it is recommended that
in no circumstances should tabs be overbalanced unless a detailed investigation involving at least three degrees of
freedom has shown the system to be flutter free.

1. Introduction.-In August, 1945, a Mosquito aircraft fitted experimentally by R.A.E. with
a g-restrictor involving mass-overbalance of an elevator tab broke up in the course of diving
and recovery trials at R.A.E. after violent fore-and-aft oscillation of the stick had been experienced
by the pilot. Subsequent examination of the wreckage showed that violent oscillation of both
elevator and tab had occurred. An enquiry into the flutter characteristics of elevator-tab systems,
with particular reference to mass-overbalance, was therefore demanded.

The system of g-restriction employed is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a heavily mass
overbalanced tab (about 100 per cent. over static balance) hinged to the elevator and connected
to it by means of a preloaded spring. Motion of the balance weight in the upward direction is
prevented by means of a stop. Any excessive acceleration of the aircraft in the upward direction
(perpendicular to the direction of flight) deflects the balance weight and tab against the preload,
resulting in a deflection of the elevator which induces an acceleration of the aircraft in the opposite
sense.

* R.A.E. Report No. S.M.E. 3390 received 6th March, 1947 (Part I). A.R.C. Report No. 9883, 13th August, 1946
(Part II).
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The tailplane, elevator and tab used in this investigation are rectangular surfaces having the
same span and mean chord as those of the standard Mosquito. The inertias, however, are not
those of the Mosquito and its g-restrictor tab, since no accurate data were at first available, but
may be regarded as those of a typical aircraft of the light bomber class. The tab was assumed
to be spring connected to the elevator without preload and to oscillate about its equilibrium
position. Consequently, although the results probably apply qualitatively to the Mosquito case,
no quantitative agreement of critical speeds and frequencies is to be expected.

It was found that ternary flutter of such a system could occur at low speeds for a 100 per cent.
mass-overbalanced tab and a statically balanced elevator. This flutter was characterised by the
fact that all binary motion resulting from combinations of the degrees of freedom in pairs was
stable at all speeds. These facts had not been previously known to English workers on flutter
problems, but German literature which subsequently became available showed that the Germans
had been aware of this phenomenon since early 1940, when Voigt and Walter! published the
results of wind-tunnel experiments on the flutter of a two-dimensional wing-aileron-tab model
carried out at the D.V.L. Later these results were verified by an extensive series of calculations
made by H. Wittmeyer", in which the influence of the structural parameters of the tab was
systematically investigated. Following these investigations the Germans recommended that all
tabs should be statically balanced.

In the present report the influence of elevator mass-balance, as well as that of tab mass-balance,
is investigated, and it is shown that flutter caused by mass overbalance of a tab may be eliminated
by mass overbalance of the elevator. This fact does not appear to have been noticed by the
Germans.

The results of the present investigation have been checked by a series of wind-tunnel tests on a
three-dimensional wing-aileron-tab model, carried out at the National Physical Laboratory by
Scruton, Ray, and Dunsdon. These are reported in Part II and are in qualitative agreement
with the results given in this part of the work.

2. Range of Investigation.-The plan form and dimensions of the tailplane considered are
shown in Fig. 2. The following three degrees of freedom were taken into account:

(1) vertical translation of the tailplane, representing approximately the effect of fuselage
bending and aircraft pitching with a node well ahead of the tailplane leading edge,

(2) rigid rotation of the elevator,
(3) rigid rotation of the tab.

The freedom (1) was assumed to be constrained by a spring, representing the stiffness of the
fuselage in vertical bending. The tab was assumed to be spring connected to the elevator, the
elevator being taken to be free.

The influence on flutter of the following factors was investigated:
(1) mass-balance of the elevator,
(2) mass-balance of the tab,
(3) the ratio of the fuselage bending stiffness to the stiffness of the spring connection between

the tab and the elevator,
(4) aerodynamic horn-balance of the elevator.

The effect of the stiffness ratio on the flutter speed for a statically balanced elevator and a
tab 100 per cent. overbalanced was first investigated. This corresponded approximately to the
balance conditions on the Mosquito at the time of the accident. Curves were drawn for an
elevator one-third and two-thirds horn-balanced; the former closely approximated to the aero
dynamic balance on the Mosquito elevator", Comparison of the two curves suggested that horn
balance had no important influence on the flutter characteristics, the larger horn-balance resulting
only in a small increase in the critical speed. Further calculation was therefore confined to the
case of no horn balance. Comparison with the results for no horn-balance confirmed this
conclusion.
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Curves were then drawn showing the variation of the critical speed with tab balance for a
typical value of the stiffness ratio and various values of the elevator mass-balance. For this
purpose mass was added to the tab on an arm of definite length, so that both the tab product of
inertia and moment of inertia varied. The state of balance of the elevator, and its moment of
inertia, also varied slightly with the tab mass-balance, but the elevator balance weights were
chosen to correspond to the following states of balance of the elevator with a 100 per cent. over
balanced tab:

(a) statically balanced elevator,

(b) elevator 100 per cent. overbalanced,

(c) elevator 50 per cent. balanced.

(d) unbalanced elevator.

A curve was also obtained showing the variation of the critical speed with elevator balance for
a 100 per cent. overbalanced tab.

Finally curves of flutter speed against tab mass-balance for case (a) were obtained for a number
of other values of the stiffness ratio.

3. Aerodynamic Assumptions.-The aerodynamic forces on the system as a whole were
calculated by strip theory, using constant derivatives appropriate to two-dimensional incom
pressible flow at a fixed value of the frequency parameter (it == wcjV = 1, where c is the mean
chord of the tailplane). This device simplified the mathematical computation considerably.
The derivatives were not given their full theoretical values but were reduced by various factors
which experience has indicated to be advisable (see Jahn and BOSS4,5) to allow for the discrepancies
between theory and experiment, and also to allow very roughly for the effect of slight aerodynamic
balance of the control surfaces due to a set-back of the hinge.

To allow for the effect of the horn-balance the forces on the horn were calculated by strip theory,
using two-dimensional derivatives appropriate to the case of a wing without flap. The proportion
~ of the span of the elevator which must be horn-balanced in order to balance the surface statically
was then calculated. Flutter calculations were made for values of ~ one-third and two-thirds
of this value, the former corresponding approximately to the state of balance on the Mosquito
elevator",

4. Presentation of the Results.~-The critical speed was plotted in the form of a non-dimensional
parameter based on one or other of the two stiffnesses. In Fig. 3 the abscissa is the stiffness
ratio (multiplied by a convenient power of 10). In Figs. 4, 6, 7, 8 and 10 the critical-speed
parameter is plotted against the tab mass-balance parameter fl. fl is the ratio of the static
moment due to the tab mass-balance weight (positive for positive masses) to the mass moment
of the unbalanced tab; thus fl = 0 represents the unbalanced tab, fl = 1 a statically balanced
tab, fl = 2 a tab with cc twice static" balance (i.e. a tab 100 per cent. statically overbalanced)
etc. X (Fig. 9) is a similar function of elevator balance. Negative values of fl and X have no
practical significance for the particular tailplane considered, since they correspond to the addition
of a negative balancing mass; they may however be regarded as representing the addition of a mass
behind the hinge, provided at the same time the moment of inertia of the flap is diminished.
The system thus represents a physically possible one so long as the flap moment of inertia remains
positive. The points fl = ~ O·796 and X = - 1· 186 at which the tab and elevator moments
of inertia vanish are shown on the graphs; for values of fl and X less than this the system no
longer represent a practical case. Points corresponding to negative values of p and X are shown,
partly because of the considerations mentioned above, and partly because the inverse method
of solution adopted enabled points corresponding to negative values of p and X to be obtained
at the same time as positive ones.
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5. Discussion oj the Results.-5.1. Existence oj Ternary Flutter with a Mass Overbalanced Tab.
Fig. 3 shows that ternary flutter was possible for the balance conditions existing on the Mosquito
at the time of the accident, viz., static balance of the elevator combined with 100 per cent. static
overbalance of the tab, for all ratios of the stiffness hj3 of the spring connection between the tab
and the elevator to the tailplane stiffness i; From this figure it can be seen that, since the
flutter-speed parameter based on l<j, has a finite value when r == 104 hj3/l<j, = 0, the critical speed
tends to infinity l<j, tends to infinity a constant value of hj3, so that the elevator-tab binary
motion is stable. the other end of the curve, it may be shown that the critical speed tends to
infinity as to infinity a constant value of l<j" so that the elevator-tailplane binary is
also stable. Finally a binary oscillation involving the tailplane and tab only can be shown to be
stable for all values of stiffness ratio. Thus all three constituent binaries of the ternary
motion are stable, while ternary motion itself is unstable.

The occurrence of flutter of this type, in the case of mass-overbalanced tab systems, has been
verified experimentally by a series of tunnel tests on a model wing with aileron and tab, carried
out at the N.P.L Scruton, Ray and Dunsdon. These are discussed in section 7 and reported
in Part

5.2. Effect oj the Horn-Balance.-From Fig. 3 it will be seen that the horn balance has no
important effect on the flutter characteristics, but that with a horn giving one-third aerodynamic
balance critical speed is raised by about 15-20 per cent. over that with no horn-balance.
A larger amount of horn-balance gives a corresponding increase.

5.3. Effect oj the Stiffness Ratio.-Fig. 3 shows that for the balance conditions considered
(,u = 2, X 1) the flutter speed increases with increasing hj3' i.e, with increasing stiffness of the
connection between tab and elevator. An examination of the diagram reveal, however, that
if the stiffness ratio is increased by decreasing the fuselage stiffness l<j" keeping the tab-spring
stiffness constant, the flutter speed will decrease. other words, increase of the fuselage stiffness
is also beneficial. This fact is shown more clearly in Fig. (discussed below) where the flutter
speed parameter is based on hj3'

5.4. General Effect oj Tab and Elevator Muss-balance on Flutter.-Fig. 4 shows the flutter speed
plotted against the mass balance parameter ft of the tab for an elevator which is statically balanced
at the condition ,u= 2. The curve consists of two branches which correspond roughly to under:'
balance and overbalance of the tab respectively. Between them they cover practically the whole
range of values of fl, there being only a small range of ft near the mass-balanced condition
(fl = 1) where the system is flutter free. Thus for the overbalanced condition represented by
~ = 2 the system is well within the flutter region.

Calculations of amplitude ratios and phase differences at a number of points on the curve
suggest that the amplitude ratios and phase differences do not vary much over the overbalanced
portion of the curve, but vary considerably over the underbalanced portion. Vector diagrams
showing the amplitude ratios and phase differences at four points of the curve are shown in Fig. 5.
It may be noted that the phase angle between the elevator and the tab remains practically
constant at 40 deg.-60 deg. and also that the tab and tailplane amplitudes decrease relative to
that of the elevator as the tab-balance weight increases. There does not appear to be any marked
change in the flutter mode as one passes from one branch of the curve to the other.

Figs. 6-8 show the critical speed as a function of tab balance for a number of other elevator
balance conditions. Fig. 6 shows the effect of a 100 per cent. overbalance of the elevator (x = 2
for ft = 2). It will be seen that the underbalanced portion of the curve is hardly affected by the
change of elevator balance, but the overbalanced portion is shifted bodily away from the under
balanced .portion, so that a larger flutter-free region exists. The curve is also raised slightly so
that the critical speeds given by the overbalanced portion of the curve are somewhat higher.
There is no flutter now for ft = 2, i.e. flutter caused by overbalance of the tab has been eliminated
by an overbalance of the elevator.
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As the elevator balance weight is reduced the overbalanced portion of the curve moves in the
opposite direction, i.e. towards the underbalanced portion, and for a sufficiently small value of
the balance weight coalesces with it. This is the case in Fig. 7 (50 per cent. balanced elevator,
X = t) where the curve consists of one branch covering the whole range of values of p,. For smaller
values of the elevator balance (Fig. 8, unbalanced elevator, X = 0), flutter still exists for all
values of fl, and further branches of the curve begin to appear in the overbalanced range.

The effect of increased elevator balance in eliminating flutter of an overbalanced tab is shown
also in Fig. 9; where the flutter-speed parameter is plotted against the elevator-balance parameter
X for a 100 per cent. overbalanced tab (fl = 2). Flutter disappears for an elevator overbalance
of approximately 85 per cent. (x = 1·85). The elevator-tailplane binary is plotted on the same
diagram, and also three points of the ternary curve for a statically balanced tab; the latter
were obtained by cross-plotting from Figs. 4, 7 and 8. The figure shows that there is fairly close
agreement between the elevator-tailplane binary and the ternary for a statically-balanced tab;
the former indicates freedom from flutter for an elevator balance of approximately 85 per cent.
(x = O·85). The effect of an overbalance of the tab is to shift the ternary curve in the direction
of increasing x, so that a greater degree of elevator balance is required in order to eliminate
flutter. Mass-overbalance of the tab thus has a similar effect to that of the addition of mass to
the elevator aft of the hinge line.

. .
mcreasmg

. .
mcreasmgdecrease-i-l t-s t-t-crr- speed

the flutter speed increases

5.5. Effect of the Stiffness Ratio on the Variation of the Flutter Speed with Tab Mass-balance
In Fig. 10 the critical-speed parameter for a statically-balanced elevator (x - 1 for /1 = 2) is
plotted against the tab mass-balance parameter for a number of stiffness ratios. The critical
speed parameter is here based on if order that the elevator-tab binary flutter
speed may be plotted. The stiffness ratio is seen to have a considerable effect on the separation of
the two branches of the curve. following conclusions may be drawn from these curves.

(1) An increase in the stiffness ratio tends to shift the overbalanced portion of the curve
away from the underbalanced portion so create a larger flutter-free gap.

(2) If the stiffness ratio hf3/lf is decreased the two portions of the curve approach one another
and ultimately coalesce.

(3) Along the overbalanced portion
fuselage stiffness if the tab stiffness is

(4) Along the underbalanced portion of the curve
fuselage stiffness for a given tab stiffness.

(5) Along most of the overbalanced -nn,r1-ir,n of the curve all three constituent bmaries of the
ternary system are stable.

(6) Even over the underbalanced portion of the curve no reliable indication the flutter
characteristics of the system can be obtained by considering only binary flutter speeds. The
tailplane-elevator and tailplane-tab binaries are stable over the whole range of plotted, while
the ternary flutter speed is in general very much lower than that given by elevator-tab
binary.

6. Order of Magnitude of the Flutter Speeds.-As has been mentioned the introduction,
no quantitative agreement of flutter speeds and frequencies with the speed and frequency observed
at the time of the Mosquito accident is to be expected from this investigation. It may be
remarked however that the system considered here is almost certainly less favourable from the
~utter viewpoint than the system existing on the Mosquito, since the tab inertia is greater and
the elevator inertia less than for that systemv". Bearing these remarks in mind, we may proceed
to evaluate the flutter speed and frequency for the balance and approximate stiffness conditions
obtaining on the Mosquito, using the results of this report.
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Taking lq, = 100,000 lb. ft.jradian,
hf3 = 20 lb. ft.jradian (giving r = 2),
fk=2

X = 1
~ = 0·0153 (i.e. elevator one-third horn-balanced),

we find from Figs. 3 and 4

J 100,000 15
V c = 0·55 0.002378 X 8 X (4.5)2 X 22

= 143 m.p.h, A.S.L
,-------~~~---

f 0 <)32 J 100,000 1
c = ..., 0.002378 X 8 X (4' 5)2 X 2n X 4· 5

= 3·1 c.p.s,

The figure of 3·1 c.p.s. agrees well with the pilot's estimate of frequency as between 2 and
3 c.p.s., but the flutter speed of 143 m.p.h. is, as expected, considerably less than the speed of
370 m.p.h. A.S.I. at which the oscillations were first observed. It may be remarked, however,
that the speed of 370 m.p.h. is not necessarily the flutter speed of the Mosquito system, but is the
speed, probably somewhat above the flutter speed, at which g was first applied in the recovery
manoeuvre in question. Flutter of the type considered here may have been possible at lower
speeds, but could not begin before the application of g, since downward movement of the tab
was prevented by means of the balance weight stop.

7. Comparison with Other Work.-The phenomenon of the flutter of mass-overbalanced tabs
was first observed by Voigt and Walter! in experiments on a two-dimensional wing-aileron-tab
model in the medium-size wind tunnel of the D.V.L. These results were subsequently confirmed
theoretically by extensive calculations undertaken by the Focke-Wulf Company under the
direction of H. Wittmeyer", Both Voigt and Walter, and Wittmeyer plot the critical-speed para
meter as a function of the centre-of-gravity position of the tab for constant values of the tab and
aileron moment of inertia; in our results the tab and elevator moments of inertia are allowed
to vary with the state of tab balance, so that no direct comparison is possible with their curves.
A cross-plot of their results, however, shows a similar variation of the critical speed with tab
mass balance to that found by us, the curve consisting frequently of two branches covering the
underbalanced and overbalanced ranges of the tab centre of gravity, sometimes of one branch
extending over the complete range. Their curves also show a similar effect due to a change
of stiffness ratio for a free main control. The influence of the degree of mass-balance of the main
control was not investigated by Wittmeyer.

In Part II of this report Scruton, Ray and Dunsdon describe experiments made at the N.P.L.
on the flutter of a three-dimensional wing model with a part span aileron and tab, the degrees
of freedom allowed being wing rolling (or flexure in a linear mode), aileron rotation and tab
rotation. The influence of tab and aileron balance is investigated, and though the inertial
constants differ considerably from ours the results agree qualitatively with those given here.
In particular flutter was found to occur for a mass-overbalanced tab and a statically-balanced
aileron. This flutter was of an essentially ternary type and could be stopped by locking anyone
of the three degrees of freedom.

Their results differ from ours in one respect, in that no flutter was found to occur with an
unbalanced tab. A series of experiments in which mass was added in stages to the tab trailing
edge showed, however, that flutter could be produced by sufficiently increasing the moment of
inertia and out-of-balance moment of the tab. It thus appears likely that, by constructing a
tab with sufficiently small inertia, flutter could be avoided without mass-balance of the tab;
this possibility is in accordance with the conclusions of Collar and Sharpe':" with regard to
spring tabs.
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Since the effect of tab overbalance is to require a greater degree of elevator balance for the
elimination of flutter, it is possible that underbalance of such a tab might have a reverse effect,
i.e. the underbalanced tab might act as a partial balance to the elevator, and so result in a reduc
tion of the elevator balance weight required for the elimination of flutter. This possibility is
to be explored in a future programme of calculation.*

8. Relation of the Results to Spring-tab Flutter.-In spring-tab systems there is a mechanical
linkage between the tab and the control surface which, when the elasticity of the control circuit
is called into play, gives rise to an elastic coupling between the tab motion and the motion of the
main control. Thus there is a considerable difference between such a system and the one con
sidered here. If, however, the stick is free and the control circuit is regarded as rigid (this means
in the case of ailerons that the motion is anti-symmetrical), the elastic cross-stiffness disappears
and the system becomes analogous to the simple case considered here. The conclusions given
in the next section are therefore applicable to such systems, and it is reasonable to suppose
that similar results will apply to spring-tab systems in general. Some work on the ternary
flutter of spring-tab systems is being done to supplement the work of Collar and Sharpev" on
binary flutter, and a report on this will be issued in due course.

9. Conclusions and Recommendations.-From the work described here it may be concluded
that :-

(a) flutter of the tail unit due to the combination of a mass-overbalanced tab with a statically
balanced elevator was the probable cause of an accident to a Mosquito fitted with a
g-restrictor tab,

(b) flutter is in general likely with control systems involving mass overbalance of tabs
moving independently of the main control, unless the main control is also mass over
balanced. If such flutter occurs, increased mass-balance of the main control will have
a beneficial effect on the flutter and may eliminate it altogether,

(c) the occurrence of flutter of this type cannot be predicted by considering binary com
binations of freedoms only. Even when the tab is underbalanced, binary calculations
do not give a reliable indication of the flutter characteristics of a tab system.

On the basis of these results the following design recommendations may be made.
(a) Mass overbalance, above the value required for static balance, of tabs moving independ

ently of the main control, should be avoided, unless a detailed investigation has shown
the system to be flutter free. Any such investigation must take into account at least
the three degrees of freedom,

(i) vertical translation or flexure of the main lifting surface,
(ii) rotation of the main control,
(iii) rotation of the tab.

(b) Slight mass overbalance of the main control is beneficial.
(c) With a main control which is just statically balanced, the centre of gravity of the tab

should lie approximately on the tab hinge line.

* This suggestion is due to E. G. Broadbent.
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PART II

Experiments on the Influence of Tab Mass-balance on Flutter

By

C. SCRUTON, B.Sc., P. M. RAY, B.A., and MISS D. V. DUNSDON,
of the Aerodynamics Division, N.P.L.

Summary.-Tests made to investigate the effect of tab mass-balance on wing-flexure-aileron-tab flutter show that
the ternary flutter may arise from over mass-balance of the tab although the binary types of flutter are stable. This
conclusion is in agreement with that reached theoretically in Part I for flutter involving tabs and elevator with fuselage
vertical bending.

1. I ntroduction.-Range and Purpose of the Tests .-The calculations of Part I made in connection
with an accident to an aircraft fitted with a g-restrictor indicate that ternary flutter, involving
the tailplane vertical motion and the rotations about their hinge lines of the elevator and tab,
is possible, although in most cases the corresponding binaries were stable. The essential features
of the g-restrictor device used were that it entailed heavy mass overbalance of the tab and a
pre-loaded spring connection between the tab and the elevator.

The tests to be described in this report were made to obtain qualitative verification of these
theoretical conclusions. Since no suitable tail-flutter model was available the tests were made
on a model which had been used previously for a spring tab-aileron flutter investigation." The
degrees of freedom represented in the present investigation were :-

(1) wing flexure
(2) aileron rotation about its hinge line
(3) tab rotation about its hinge line.

The spring connection between tab and aileron was not pre-loaded.

In addition to the tests in which the essential features of the g-restrictor device were reproduced
a few experiments were made to find the effect of tab mass-overbalance when a spring tab
mechanism was fitted.

2. The Model.-The rigid wing (see Fig. 1) was of rectangular plan form and was attached to
the wall of a 4-ft. square wind tunnel by cross-spring hinges which allowed motion in roll, the
motion being constrained by helical springs fitted between the wing tip and the roof and floor
of the wind tunnel. The aileron, of light wooden construction, was hinged to the wing by two
small journal bearings and carried two balance arms offset at equal angles above and below the
aileron chord line. No elastic constraint was placed on the aileron. The tab was provided with
a single balance arm which was not offset and which projected into a recess cut in the aileron.
On the model the elastic characteristics of the g-restrictor were simply represented by an elastic
constraint applied between tab and aileron, as shown in Fig. 2.

For the tests carried out with a representation of a spring-tab mechanism the arrangement
was as shown in Fig. 3. Here the fiat spring (a), which represents the stiffness of the control
circuit, was earthed at one end to the wing by an adjustable mounting and fixed at the other end
to the floating arm (b). The arm (b) was pivoted at the aileron-hinge axis and was elastically
connected to the aileron by means of the adjustable clamping link (d) and the piano wire spring (c).
Spring (c), which represented the stiffness of the tab mechanism spring, was built into the aileron
on the hinge axis.
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Connection between F at the top of arm (b) to M on the tab lever was made by a link of
hypodermic tubing which was pin-jointed to F and M. The lengths of AF and TM were fixed
such that the follow-up ratio N = AF-TM = 6.

3. Notation:"
D

t,
Vc,fc

170 Ie

Distance between hinge line and trailing edge of tab.

Mass added to tab at distance A forward of the hinge line.

Mass required to be added to tab, at distance A forward of the hinge line, to
achieve static balance of the tab.

Mass added to trailing edge of tab (at 0·93 in. behind the hinge line).

Mass moment of aileron about its hinge line (positive when C.G. behind hinge
line) .

Elastic stiffness of the tab rotating about its hinge line.

Critical speed and frequency respectively for onset of flutter.

Critical speed and frequency at which the existing flutter is suppressed.

4. Results.-The Effect of Tab-balance Mass.-(a) Tests made with direct spring connection
between aileron and tab (g-restrictor case) (Fig. 4).-(i) Ternary jiutter.-Results were obtained for
three mass-balance conditions of the aileron, 2: mx; > 0, 2:1nxa = °and 2: mx; < 0. In
Fig. 4 critical speeds for the ternary flutter are shown plotted against JJ11Ms (the ratio of the tab
balance mass to that required for tab static mass balance) for various stiffnesses (lf3) of the tab
aileron spring connection. With the aileron mass underbalanced and with a high value of lf3'
flutter occurred with no tab balance mass. In all other cases tested the system was stable when
no tab balance mass was fitted but became unstable as the tab mass balance was increased.
Further increase of the mass widened the range of speed over which flutter occurred. The
maximum value of the ratio MIMs for stability was dependent on the values of lf3 and 2: rnx..
This ratio was only a little in excess of unity for a statically mass balanced aileron but was larger
for a mass overbalanced aileron and for both these aileron conditions it increased with increase
of lf3. With the mass underbalanced aileron the maximum value of MIMs for stability was less than
unity and decreased as lf3 was increased.

(ii) Binary jiutter.-During the progress of the ternary flutter experiments frequent tests of the
stability of the three binary case were made. No wing-flexure-tab or tab-aileron-flutter was
observed and wing-flexure-aileron flutter occurred only when ;;: mx; > O.

(b) Tests made with representation of a spring-tab mechanism (Fig. 5).-The results of these
tests, plotted in Fig. 5, show the same general characteristics as those described above. The
system was stable for low values of the tab-balance mass, but flutter was produced by increasing
the mass to a value greater than that required for static mass-balance of the tab. This effect
was found not only when the mass was added at the neutral point (A = Dj7) but also when
it was fitted to a shorter arm (A = 2D/21).

5. The Effect of Mass Added to the Tab Trailing Edge (Fig. 6).-The results of tests of the
ternary and of the binary aileron tab flutter are shown plotted in Fig. 6.

In both cases the system was stable with no mass, and flutter was produced by the addition
of mass to the trailing edge; further addition of mass decreased the critical speed. For both
conditions of the aileron mass-balanced tested, 2: mx; = 0 and 2: mx; > 0, a point of dis
continuity was found in the curve of Vc against MtlMs. This point was marked by a change

* The notation used in Part II does not accord with that used in Part 1.
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in the slope of the curve and by a change in the flutter mode. For some values of the tab balance
mass the critical speeds for the ternary flutter with the aileron statically mass-balanced were
lower than those for the corresponding binary tab-aileron flutter.

6. Conclusion.--The main conclusion to be drawn from the tests described in section 4 is that
a wing-flexure-aileron-tab system with a mass-overbalanced tab is liable to flutter although
the corresponding binary cases may be stable. This conclusion is also valid when a spring-tab
mechanism is fitted and the tab-balance mass is added within the limiting length for the tab
balance arm.

This conclusion agrees with that reached theoretically in Part I for fuselage vertical-bending
elevator-tab flutter.
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